Network reconstruction is a main goal of many biological endeavors. Graphical Gaussian models (GGMs) are often used since the underlying assumptions are well understood, the graph is readily estimated by calculating the partial correlation (paCor) matrix, and its interpretation is straightforward. In spite of these advantages, GGMs are limited in that interactions are not accommodated as the underlying multivariate normality assumption allows for linear dependencies only. As we show, when applied in the presence of interactions, the GGM framework can lead to incorrect inference regarding dependence. Identifying the exact dependence structure in this context is a difficult problem, largely because an analogue of the paCor matrix is not available and dependencies can involve many nodes. We here present a computationally efficient approach to identify bivariate interactions in networks. A key element is recognizing that interactions have a marginal linear effect and as a result information about their presence can be obtained from the paCor matrix. Theoretical derivations for the exact effect are presented and used to motivate the approach; and simulations suggest that the method works well, even in fairly complicated scenarios. Practical advantages are demonstrated in analyses of data from a breast cancer study.
INTRODUCTION
The reconstruction of biological networks is a key component of efforts to better understand, diagnose, and treat disease. With advances in high-throughput technologies, the data necessary for reconstruction are now available and so too are a variety of statistical reconstruction methods (for a review and comparison of several methods, see Hartemink, 2005; Werhli and others, 2006; Markowetz and Spang, 2007) . Gene association networks (GANs) are undirected graphs often used as an efficient way to summarize dependencies among genes, while being less computationally intensive than directed networks. In a GAN, most often nodes represent gene expression measurements and edges quantify the association between 2 genes measured using the Pearson correlation or the mutual information in the case of relevance networks (RNs) (Butte and Kohane, 2003) , or the partial correlation (paCor) in the case of graphical Gaussian Identifying statistical interactors in gene association networks 707 models (GGMs) Strimmer, 2005a, 2005b) . While learning RNs from data is straightforward, their main disadvantage is that associations are not inferred in the context of the entire gene set under investigation. As a result, a strong association between 2 genes is not necessarily due to a direct dependence; often times it is due to associations with other genes in the system under study.
The GGM framework allows one to distinguish between direct and indirect associations. In short, nodes are assumed to follow a multivariate normal (MVN) distribution and an edge represents conditional dependence between 2 nodes, given all other nodes (Lauritzen, 1996; Whitakker, 1990) . The presence of edges corresponds exactly to nonzero paCors, and in this way estimation of the graph is equivalent to estimation of the paCor matrix. This simple, yet effective, framework has proven useful in a number of genomic studies (Toh and Horimoto, 2002; Wille and others, 2004; Matsuno and others, 2006; Ma and others, 2007; Keller and others, 2008) .
In spite of the clear advantages, GGMs are limited in that they do not account for multiplicative dependence among nodes. Each variable is assumed normal, with conditional expectation a linear combination of some subset of the other variables. More precisely, a necessary and sufficient condition for a random vector X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X p to follow an MVN distribution with mean µ = (µ 1 , . . . , µ p ) and covariance matrix is that for all k = 1, . . . , p, the conditional distribution of X k given the remaining p − 1 variables, X −k , depends on X −k only through the conditional mean (Fisk, 1970) . As a result, if X k depends on X i · X j (for i, j = k), for example, a GGM is not sufficient. This limitation is an important one since interactions are common in biological studies of individual complex traits (Shiozawa and others, 2000; Wittenburg and others, 2001; Carlborg and others, 2003; Hanlon and others, 2006) , studies of groups of metabolites (Wentzell and others, 2007) , and high-throughput studies of gene expression (Kirst and others, 2005; Brem and Kruglyak 2005; West and others, 2007) .
In practice, one often proceeds with GGM estimation and inference in the presence of interactions. As we demonstrate in Section 2, doing so can lead to incorrect inference regarding dependence. Inferring the correct dependence structure is challenging when interactions are present, since an analogue of the paCor matrix that completely determines the dependence structure is not available, and dependencies can involve many nodes. The difficulty is exacerbated for studies with a large number of nodes ( p) and relatively small sample size (n). Cox and Wermuth (1994) recognized this problem. In an investigation of the possible reasons for departures from MVN, they focused on the presence of pairwise interactions, noting concern "that the reduction of the observations to covariance matrices overlooks important features of the dependencies of intrinsic interest." They proposed an approach to identify the interactions that evaluates all possible linear regression models among the variables considered allowing for single pairwise interaction terms. Interactions with large t-statistics are identified as important and considered for further empirical investigation. Although useful when few nodes are available, the approach cannot be easily scaled to cases with large p, and is not possible when n < p.
As in Cox and Wermuth (1994) , we too consider the special case of non MVN where the full conditional distributions are Gaussian, but the joint is not, due to pairwise interactions. Within this context, we propose a computationally efficient approach that uses GGM estimation techniques to identify variables affected by interactions and thereby identify regions in a resulting graph where edges may not imply direct or linear dependencies. Our approach is presented in Section 3, with much of the theoretical support relegated to supplementary material available at Biostatistics online (http://www.biostatistics.oxfordjournals. org). The method relies on estimation of multiple paCor matrices, and as a result is only slightly more computationally demanding than traditional GGM reconstruction. Simulation studies in Section 4 show that the approach identifies interactors and main effects with high sensitivity for moderate sample sizes, including cases where n < p, while controlling the false discovery rate (FDR). Further evaluation is given in Section 5, where we identify novel interactors using data from a breast cancer study.
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A. ANDREI AND C. KENDZIORSKI 2. A SIMPLE MOTIVATING EXAMPLE Let X = X 1 , . . . , X p denote p random variables. The paCor of X i and X j is defined as the correlation of the residuals obtained after linearly regressing each of the 2 on the remaining p − 2 variables. In the case of GGMs, where X is MVN, the paCor matrix completely specifies the dependence structure among the variables: the paCor between 2 nodes is 0 if and only if the 2 nodes are conditionally independent given all other variables. If X is not MVN, this interpretation of the paCor matrix does not hold.
An interesting, well-studied, and practically relevant case of non-MVN concerns the situation in which all full conditional distributions are normal, but the joint is not MVN, due to pairwise interactions. Consider 2 simple examples where X 1 , X 2 , and are independent normals (more general examples are provided in supplementary material available at Biostatistics online (http://www.biostatistics.oxfordjournals. org); see Remark 1). For the first case, let p = 3 and
which is 0 iff a 1 + bE(X 2 ) = 0. In this case, the edge between X 1 and X 3 is not detected in a GGM, even though the 2 are conditionally dependent. The precise constraint on the parameters may ensure that this case rarely happens in practice (see Remark 1 in supplementary material (http://www.biostatistics. oxfordjournals.org) for the exact constraint on parameters in more general settings). As a more important example, let p = 4 and
k are pairwise independent, for k = 3, 4. A simple calculation shows that:
, which is nonzero iff both b 3 and b 4 are nonzero. In other words, an edge would be detected between X 3 and X 4 even though they are conditionally independent given X 1 and X 2 . In short, the one-to-one relationship between nonzero paCors and conditional dependencies that exists in a GGM breaks down when multiplicative effects are present. Frequently, incorrect inference will involve declaring a pair of variables conditionally dependent when in fact they are not (as in our second example). The goal of our method is to identify regions in an estimated GGM where the presence of an edge might not represent direct dependence as assumed, but rather is due to an interaction.
METHODS
As in the case of GGM reconstruction, our method is also based on paCor estimates. A key element is recognizing that interactions have a marginal linear effect and, as a result, information about their presence can be obtained from the paCor matrix. More precisely, if X 3 = a 1 X 1 + a 2 X 2 + bX 1 · X 2 + as in the previous section, then paCor(X 3 , X 1 |X 2 ) = 0 and paCor(X 3 , X 2 |X 1 ) = 0, (3.1) except for very particular coefficient configurations. This motivates the first step of the method which consists of identifying nodes that are potentially affected by interactors; these are the nodes that have at least 2 nonzero paCor coefficients (one corresponding to each potential interactor). An appended matrix is then constructed for each such node, consisting of its significant associations (detected in the first step) as well as all possible pairwise interactions. PaCors are then reestimated and used to identify true interactors. For example, given expression (3.1), X 3 would be a node identified in step 1 as potentially affected by an interaction, and an appended matrix for X 3 would be constructed with columns {X 1 , X 2 , X 1 · X 2 }. The construction of this matrix is motivated by noting that
(for a more general statement, see Claim 4 in supplementary material (http://www.biostatistics. oxfordjournals.org)). The detailed steps of the proposed approach follow for a more general setting.
3.1 Description of the proposed method STEP 1. For variables X 1 , . . . , X p , identify the nonzero paCor coefficients. Several approaches are now available for estimating the paCor matrix for sparse graphs when n << p Strimmer, 2005a, 2005b; Li and Gui, 2006; Meinshausen and Bühlman, 2006; Yuan and Lin, 2007; Friedman and others, 2008) . We rely on the method of Strimmer (2005a, 2005b) as it provides an estimated paCor matrix (using the optimal shrinkage estimator of Ledoit and Wolf (2003) ) as well as an empirical Bayes method to identify paCors at a desired FDR. The Schäfer and Strimmer approach is implemented in the R packages GeneNet 1.2.2 and fdrtool 1.2.5, available from http://cran.r-project.org/doc/packages/.
STEP 2. Consider the variables that have at least 2 nonzero entries in the paCor matrix. Let X i denote such a variable and X i 1 , . . . , X i k (k 2) the corresponding variables having nonzero paCors with X i . Form a new data matrix M i that includes these variables and all 2-way interactors, namely,
STEP 3. Estimate the paCor matrix of data M i , for each variable X i associated with at least 2 other variables. Then, X i s · X i s+t with s k − 1, t k − s, is declared an interactor for X i if the following inequality holds:
This step is justified by the following theorem:
K } denote the set of all possible interactors. Then the following holds:
A detailed proof of this result is provided in supplementary material available at Biostatistics online (http://www.biostatistics.oxfordjournals.org). The main idea is to compute paCor(Z ,
) and paCor(Z , Y j |Y\Y j , I) and show that they depend directly on b i j , a i and a j , respectively. This is achieved by using a recursive formula (see formula (A.1) from the supplementary material available at Biostatistics online, http://www.biostatistics.oxfordjournals.org) to explicitly compute the above paCors.
The theorem indicates that our approach can be used to identify interactors when the effect b i j is large enough, as indicated by the inequality (3.2). We show in Section 5 that this restriction is not prohibitive in practice, as a number of interactors are identified in the case study considered. STEP 4. Draw the graph. The resulting graph consists of the nodes (in white; isolated nodes are not shown) and edges identified in Step 1. Additional nodes (in gray) and edges are added to highlight the interactors identified in Step 3. Edges are not removed in any of the above steps. As a result, the graph augments the estimated GGM by identifying subgraphs where edges might be due to linear dependencies, interactions, or both.
SIMULATION STUDIES
To investigate the performance of the proposed approach, we have conducted computer simulations for networks of varying degrees of sparseness, heritability (i.e. the proportion of variability explained by the model), and sample sizes. It is important to note that most of the existing GGM methods for gene network reconstruction rely on the sparsity assumption of the paCor matrix (i.e. few nonzero entries), indicating that the variation in the expression pattern of a gene is explained by a small subset of other genes. As our method depends on estimating the paCor matrix, we too consider sparse networks for our simulation studies. This assumption is practically realistic, as sparsity has been observed in many studies (Barabási, 2004; Gardner and others, 2003; Jeong and others, 2001) , including the breast cancer study presented in the Section 5.
As discussed previously, a GGM is determined by its corresponding paCor matrix; as a result, simulations of such networks involve simulating from a specified paCor matrix (Schäfer and Strimmer, 2005; Li and Gui, 2006) . As our work involves interactions and thus departs from the MVN assumption, simulating from the paCor matrix is not sufficient. Instead, data sets were generated as follows:
Generate M nodes (M < N ) according to the models:
with p 1 +q 1 + p 2 +q 2 = M and k i < N −2, i = 1, . . . , M. Variables X 1 , . . . , X N , Y 1 , . . . , Y M represent the network nodes. We consider 2 scenarios
For each scenario, we set σ = 1, σ i s = 1, i = 1, . . . , N , and choose appropriate values for the remaining parameters such that there is a balanced proportion of variables with heritability values covering the interval [0.4, 0.8], similar to what was observed in the case study network. The level of sparseness was 2% for scenario I and 1% for scenario II. Moreover, the coefficients of the interaction terms are chosen to satisfy inequality (3.2) in Section 3, based upon which interactions are declared.
For simulation study I (50 nodes), sample sizes ranging from 30 to 110 were considered, while for simulation study II (100 nodes), sample sizes ranging from 50 to 150 were considered, both in 20-unit increments. For each sample size and simulation scenario, 2000 data sets were generated. The proposed approach was applied to each simulated data set using an FDR threshold of 10% in step 1 of the method, when selecting variables with at least 2 associations. Figure 1 shows the average power and FDR over 2000 simulations, for main effects and interactors and the sample sizes considered. Average specificity was greater than 0.95 in all cases, and is therefore not shown.
The method detects additive effects with good sensitivity even for small sample sizes: for scenario I, the average power is .4 when the sample size is only 40; for scenario II, when the sample size is 70, the average power is approximately 0.5. The power increases to 80% for both scenarios for sample sizes larger than 110. Interactors are also detected with reasonable sensitivity when n < p, exceeding 36% A. ANDREI AND C. KENDZIORSKI and 50% for sample sizes of 70 and 90, respectively, in simulation study II. In both simulation scenarios, sensitivity increases with the sample size as expected.
The false discovery proportions for additive effects as well as interactions are well controlled, being less than the nominal level of 0.1 in both simulation settings and for all sample sizes. In summary, these results support 2 important points: (i) if the joint distribution departs from MVN due to the presence of interactors, the GGM estimation technique considered is still functioning well in detecting the true linear effects with good sensitivity and specificity, and (ii) our approach performs well in detecting interactors with sufficient signal, while controlling the FDR.
CASE STUDY: BREAST CANCER DATA
We applied our approach to microarray data from the Duke Breast Cancer SPORE frozen tissue bank (West and others, 2001 ), available at http://data.cgt.duke.edu/WEST/PNASCel.zip. The data consist of 49 tissue samples and 7129 expression measurements, recorded using Affymetrix hu6800 chips. Preprocessing was done using robust multiarray average (RMA) (Irizarry and others, 2003) to obtain a single, normalized score of expression for each probe set on each array. When multiple probe sets were used for the same gene, we selected the probe set measurement with the highest RMA average across the 49 samples.
Since it is difficult to visualize, interpret, and understand a network constructed from over 7000 nodes, we chose to focus on networks constructed with genes involved in similar biological pathways. We used library hu6800 to determine Gene Ontology (GO) annotations (http://www.geneontology.org) for our data set. GO refers to three structured vocabularies, or ontologies, that describe gene products in terms of their associated biological processes (BP), cellular components (CC) and molecular functions (MF) in a species-independent manner. In GO, an annotated gene is assigned to one or more GO terms, each of which describes the BP, CC, or MF associated with the gene. We clustered the breast cancer genes into 7810 GO terms, of which 686 contained at least 50 genes. The 182 GO terms containing between 100 and 200 genes were the focus of our investigation.
Among them, the GO term GO:0008284 (positive regulation of cell proliferation) contains 170 genes. Our method applied to this gene set gives the network shown in Figure 2 , consisting of 77 edges of which 12 represent interacting genes. To control the proportion of possibly spurious findings, the FDR threshold was set at 0.1, as in the simulation studies. By accounting for interactors, the reconstructed network provides additional insight into the nature of the direct associations (additive or multiplicative effects) detected.
For example, our approach revealed that gene CDK4 (cyclin-dependent kinase 4; upper right corner) is associated with ERBB2 (HER2/neu, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2), FGG (fibrinogen gamma chain), FGB (fibrinogen beta chain) and CAPN1 (calpain 1), as well as the three other interactions ERBB2·FGG, ERBB2·FGB, FGB·FGG. To further investigate this dependence, we fitted linear regression models with and without the interaction terms. Each interactor was found significant ( p-value < 0.05) by the respective linear models. Moreover, the model with interaction terms explains 76% of the variability for CDK4, while the additive model accounts for only 53%. The interactive model is favored also by the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) ( Table 1 ) and the presence of interactors is further reinforced in panels (a)-(c) of Figure 3 , which show a nonrandom pattern when the residuals of the additive model for CDK4 are plotted against each interactor.
As a second example, consider the subgraph around SCG2 (secretogranin II), a gene that encodes an important neuroendocrine secretory protein. Our results suggest that SCG2 depends directly on CAPN1, PDGFA, IGF1R, and the interactor PDGFA·IGF1R. As above, the interactor is highly significant, with an estimated coefficient of 2.05 (SE = 0.42; p-value < 0.0001) and is supported by the nonrandom pattern of residuals (Figure 3, panel d) . Moreover, this interaction helps explain a substantial proportion of the variability for SCG2: CAPN1, PDGFA, and IGF1R account for 28.1% of the genetic variability, increasing to 53.4% when the interaction term PDGFA·IGF1R is included. Finally, the BIC is considerably lower for the interactive model (Table 1) .
Similar results were uncovered for most interactors identified. Overall, 8 of the 12 interactors identified in the full network were found significant based on local linear regression models ( p-value < 0.05), and heritabilities were significantly increased when accounting for interactors, as reflected by Table 1 . Moreover, the interaction models resulted in comparably lower BICs. Networks built within several other GO terms from the 182 annotation list exhibit similar properties as the network described above.
DISCUSSION
Properly reconstructed biological networks have the potential to elucidate many important questions in biology and, with recent technological advances, the measurements required for reconstruction are now 714 A. ANDREI AND C. KENDZIORSKI largely available. As a result, network reconstruction efforts abound. The GGM framework is often used since computation and interpretation are straightforward. However, GGMs do not allow for interacting nodes due to the underlying MVN assumption. As we show here for 2 simple cases, proceeding with GGM estimation and interpretation in the presence of interactions can result in both false-positive and false-negative identifications of conditional dependence. Identifying the underlying graph structure in the presence of interactors is a challenging problem. We have considered the specific case where nodes are conditionally normal, but the joint is not MVN due to the presence of interactions. This is a difficult problem as an analogue of the paCor matrix that uniquely determines linear and higher order dependencies does not exist. Deriving such a measure for this family of densities is a challenging open question. In the meantime, the proposed approach should prove useful in identifying interactions and constructing informative graphs that provide good insight into the nature of dependencies among genes. Specifically, the graph provided by our approach augments an estimated GGM by identifying subgraphs where edges might be due to linear dependencies, interactions, or both. A careful consideration of such subgraphs can provide insight into the nature of the dependencies.
In practice, the graph identified depends on a number of factors, and it is worthwhile to investigate how moderate variations impact the results. An obvious value to consider is the FDR threshold, which in part determines the number of candidate interactors detected in the first step of the approach. We considered an FDR threshold of 0.1 in the simulations and case study. However, it could certainly be the case that for some data sets, a threshold of 0.1 will yield an excess of edges and interactors that are difficult to interpret. Alternatively, there could be data sets for which a slightly higher FDR cutoff is required. We recommend varying the FDR threshold and checking that edges calculated at the more conservative threshold are largely preserved when the threshold is increased. That was the case for the Duke study presented here (results not shown).
Another factor to consider is whether or not variables are scaled. It is well known that predictors that are additive on one scale may exhibit an interaction when a different scale is used, and conversely (Frankel and Schork, 1996; Greenland and Rothman, 1998; Cordell, 2002) . In the context of our method, some of the coefficients important for identification of interactions (step 3 in Methods) are not invariant to scaling and, as a result, the interactors identified on one scale might differ from those obtained on another. We did not scale the variables here, noting as in Frankel and Schork (1996) that doing so may facilitate the identification of interactors.
The number of edges and interactions detected will also depend on the number of nodes initially considered and on the method used for node selection. Our approach relies on estimation of a paCor matrix, and since good approaches now exist for estimation in the case of n < p, the number of nodes considered is no longer restricted by the sample size. Nevertheless, a choice needs to be made, and the method used for feature selection will impact the number of interactors identified.
Our case studies considered nodes defined from GO categories; and in most cases, interactions among some subset of the nodes were found. Results such as these have important implications for biologists. Certainly membership of a collection of genes in the same GO category provides some evidence that the genes are somehow related. Ideally, a biologist would like to know which ones are directly related, and how. An experimental consideration of all possible associations is not feasible, and as a result typically the experiments done to investigate a collection of genes focus on genes in isolation or pairs. Our approach identifies which genes in a collection are directly dependent, and therefore should be studied together. The approach also highlights genes where the dependence might involve an interaction. For example, our breast cancer case study of GO:0008284 found CDK4 to be directly associated with ERBB2, FGG, FGB, and CAPN1. There is much information about many of these genes in isolation: CDK4 overexpression is associated with high tumor cell proliferation in breast cancer (An and others, 1999) ; ERBB2 (HER2/neu) is well known for its role in the pathogenesis of breast cancer and as a target of treatment (Lane and others, 2000; Ross and others, 2003; Menard and others, 2005) ; and CAPN1 and other CAPN (Calpains) genes have been tied to different human diseases (Huang and Wang, 2001) . There are also studies that consider pairs of these genes: Nahta and others (2002) , show that CDK4 activity is specifically important for ERBB2-mediated transformation and reciprocally regulates ERBB2 levels. Our results suggest that studies of CDK4 should involve at least ERBB2, FGG, FGB, and CAPN1; and that the relationships measured should account for the potential interactions of ERBB2 with FGG, ERBB2 with FGB, and FGG with FGB. Indeed, a detailed study of this group might consider the 3-way interaction suggested by the 3 pairwise interactions we found. Identifying 3-way interactions was beyond the scope of our study.
In summary, we have presented an approach to identify statistical interactions in networks. The main advantages compared with other network reconstruction approaches that allow for nonlinear relationships 716 A. ANDREI AND C. KENDZIORSKI among nodes (Friedman and others, 2000) are that the approach makes relatively few, but testable, assumptions, does not rely on prior specification, and is computationally efficient, requiring little increase in computation over traditional GGM fitting. Extensions to more general networks are underway and should prove useful particularly for network reconstructions involving continuous phenotype and discrete genotype data.
